Surrogate Motherhood, Psychiatric Screening and Informed Consent, Baby Selling, and Public Policy

PHILIP J. PARKER, MD

Recent evidence indicates a growing demand for newborn white babies for adoption in this country as well as a decreasing supply. Increasing fertility problems among women are said to be a result of at least three factors: an increased incidence of venereal disease, side effects of contraceptive measures including birth control pills and the IUD, and couples deciding to wait until later in life to bear children.1 The supply of newborn white babies is said to be decreasing for at least three possible reasons: increased birth control, more terminations of pregnancies (abortions), and an increased percentage of single mothers keeping their newborn babies. In any case, the net result has been an increased difficulty for infertile married couples to adopt newborn white babies. Often they have to wait many years, if they can get such newborn white babies at all. Recently such adoptions have become international with white newborns being brought from such places as South America to infertile couples in the United States; but even these sources have been less productive recently.

Where is a couple to turn? In the last few years more and more married couples with infertile wives have turned to obtaining surrogate mothers. A surrogate mother is a woman who contracts with a man to be artificially inseminated, to carry the child, and after delivery, to give all parental rights to the biological father. Usually the man is married to a woman unable to have a child.2 Often the surrogate mother is paid a fee for her services, which has added another controversy to this already emotionally loaded procedure. Later, the wife of the biological father probably will want to adopt the child. The advantages to the parental couple include having a biologic child of the husband and being able to choose the biologic mother of the child.

Although the practice of using a substitute biologic mother dates back thousands of years, at least to the Old Testament days of Abraham,3 it is only in the last 5 to 10 years that the surrogate mother procedure has increased in our society. It has been highly publicized and has sent shock waves through various quarters. This has been so despite the fact that conception occurs, not as a result of sexual intercourse, but as a result of artificial insemination by donor (AID), a method used for about 100 years.

This article presents some rational and reasonable psychiatric and moral guidelines for conducting and evaluating the psychiatrist’s role in surrogate
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motherhood prior to the artificial insemination. It will discuss the screening (gatekeeping) function of the psychiatrist and the matching by the participants themselves, emphasizing the use of psychiatric informed consent. The next part will describe the relationship between surrogate motherhood and baby selling and will discuss its public policy implications.

The Role of the Psychiatrist in the Surrogate Mother Process

The Screening Process In a previous article this author stated:

With an increasing number of surrogate mothers giving birth, it is clear that some thought must be given the role of the mental health professional in the surrogate mother process. Such questions as who should make the hard choices of screening and matching and what criteria should be used for such screening, require close scrutiny. Answers to these questions depend, in part, on the interaction of the mental health professional’s perceptions of the specifics of a given case, the body of research data on the subject, and his/her moral judgments. We examine the following questions: (1) what parental and surrogate mother applicants, if any, should not be allowed to participate? What role should the psychiatrist play in this gatekeeping function? What criteria are appropriate? (2) Should the psychiatrist or the participants themselves do the matching? What criteria are appropriate? A reasonable moral and ethical analysis requires starting with some basic principles. Beauchamp and Childress in Principles of Biomedical Ethics describe four principles of moral action guides: (1) the principle of autonomy (duty to respect the autonomy of others), (2) the principle of nonmaleficence (the duty not to inflict harm on others), (3) the principle of beneficence (duty to prevent harm, remove harmful conditions, and promote positive benefits), and (4) the principle of justice. Conflict among the various principles for a given action gives rise to situations in which the morally right action needs to be determined carefully. Interference with the autonomy of others requires justification by a greater duty to adhere to one of the other principles. We examine how the principle of beneficence can be used to justify some instances of prohibitions of the surrogate mother process in a given case.

When the psychiatrist’s duty to prevent harm to others (principle of beneficence) outweighs his or her duty to respect the autonomy of others (principle of autonomy), then interference with the applicant’s desires to participate is justified. This applies to the harm that might occur to the surrogate applicant’s children or to the parental applicant’s children, if any.

Moral justification for intervention based on prevention of conception is more complicated. The alternative to the severely harmed or deficient quality of life is nonexistence; one is faced here with the issue of preventive nonexistence. Bayles describes principles that might be used to justify nonexistence:
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There is a good reason . . . to prevent the birth of persons who would lack substantial capacity to achieve or take advantage of a quality of life of level n or whose existence would decrease the number of people who might live with a quality of life at that level. 9

Sommerville discusses the "fitness to parent" in the context of birth technology:

There are several possible tests which could be proposed for judging the suitability of persons who seek access to birth technology in order to become parents. These include whether the potential parents could adopt a child under the laws in force in the particular jurisdiction or, less stringently, whether the child would be likely to be in need of protection . . . Perhaps the least stringent test which could be envisaged would be to assess parenting capacity for the purposes of access to birth technology according to whether a child born as a result of use of that technology would have any claim in a "wrongful life" tort action, a claim for damages for having been conceived and born. [footnotes omitted]10

This author takes the moral view that the psychiatric screening (gatekeeping) function should be triggered by significant incompetency of the parties to participate in the process11 and by the moral obligation to protect the unborn (and unconceived) child as well as any other children who might be harmed by the surrogate mother process. Hence, the author tends toward the least stringent standard mentioned by Sommerville. Thus, it is recommended that rejection by the psychiatrist of competent parental applicants occur only if there is a significant probability of significant harm to the potential child or other already existing children, for example, severe parental abuse or neglect.12 This author also recommends that competent surrogate mother applicants should be rejected if there is a significant probability of significant harm to the child, for example, the fetus in utero who would be significantly harmed by the alcohol intake of the active alcoholic or by drug intake of the drug addict who would not or could not stop the drug intake. This same recommendation for rejection also should be triggered by the determination by the psychiatrist that significant harm would come to already existing children of the surrogate mother applicant as a result of her participation in this procedure, for example, by abuse or neglect.13

These psychiatric rejection standards of the competent parental applicants and the surrogate mother applications are based on significant unavoidable harm coming to the unconceived child or to already existing children who cannot protect their own interests. Research studies are needed to correlate characteristics of applicants with the probability of harm to the child so that reasonably accurate predictions become possible. For example, many mental health professionals would reject parental applicants with a documented history of child abuse, neglect, pedophilia, and so on. Likewise, an actively drinking alcoholic surrogate applicant probably would be rejected at that time. But what if there is a history of alcoholism (with or without hospitalization) followed by a current signifi-
cant period of abstinence? What about a surrogate mother applicant with a personal and/or family history of a psychiatric illness with a genetic component? Of these possibilities the author favors psychiatric rejection of only those competent parental applicants with a recent documented history of severe abuse, neglect, pedophilia, and the like, such that continuation of these behaviors is probable.

Another issue regarding the screening function relates to refusal of prospective parental couples or surrogate applicants to have psychiatric interviews. The author takes the position that psychiatric interviews for screening should be required for all participants even over their objections. This slight interference with their autonomy seems justified by the need to protect incompetent applicants as well as unconceived and unborn child and already existing children.

**Paternalistic Interventions**  Childress defines paternalism as "a refusal to accept or acquiesce in another person's wishes, choices, and actions for that person's own benefit."14 Paternalism thus involves a conflict between the autonomy and beneficence principles.

Viewpoints on the moral justification of paternalistic interventions differ and range from antipaternalistic sentiments to two variations of belief in the propriety of such interventions ("weak" and "strong" paternalism). In "weak" paternalism, it is deemed morally correct to prevent self-harm only when the action is substantially nonvoluntary, when the actor is substantially incompetent or noninformed, or when temporary intervention is necessary to investigate these details. "Strong" paternalism holds that it is sometimes right to protect a person by limiting his or her liberty even when his or her consent is voluntary, competent, and informed. An important factor in either of these cases of paternalistic intervention is that only the least restrictive intrusion necessary to prevent harm is acceptable.15 In contrast to these two types of paternalism is the antipaternalistic view that such intervention is never justified.

Childress gives three conditions necessary to justify paternalistic interventions: (1) the defects, encumbrances, and limitations of a person's decision making and acting; (2) the probability of harm to that person unless there is intervention; and (3) the probable benefit of intervention should outweigh the probable harm of nonintervention.16 The first condition did not appear to be satisfied in the author's psychiatric evaluation of over 300 surrogate mother applicants and their spouses, if married, and of many parental couple applicants. They were all competent to make such a decision regardless of which test of competency was used.17 With the assistance of such a series of psychiatric interviews, surrogate applicants also were able to obtain a reasonable degree of understanding of the surrogate mother process as determined by longitudinal pilot studies of the author. At this time, there is insufficient data on which to predict harm for the surrogate or parental applicants, so that conditions 2 and 3 of Childress do not appear to be met either. Therefore, this author sees no justification to prohibit partici-
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pation on a purely paternalistic basis of either surrogate mother or parental applicants who demonstrate a competent, voluntary, and informed consent (CVIC). Once surrogate mother and parental applicants have passed the admission threshold, the role of the psychiatrist prior to the artificial insemination should be to assist and assure this CVIC.

Psychiatric Competent, Voluntary, and Informed Consent (CVIC) Recent emphasis has been given to greater participation by patients in the decision-making process regarding medical treatment and research. Such participation has been fostered by the use of the legally imposed doctrine of informed consent. The courts have ruled that the physician has an affirmative duty to inform patients of the possible advantages, disadvantages, and alternatives to the particular medical procedure. Meisel et al. discuss the question of what constitutes a "legally valid decision" and state:

The components of a valid decision consist of three main variables (provision of information, competency, and understanding), one precondition (voluntariness), and one consequence of the process (consent or refusal).

The doctrine of informed consent appears to result in many therapeutic advantages, as Meisel states:

The doctrine recognizes that what is a risk and what is a benefit is not clear-cut. A particular consequence of a medical intervention may be viewed as beneficial by one person but harmful by another. Rarely is there a single risk and a single benefit to treatment. There are often clusters of risks and benefits having varying probabilities of occurrence. The assessment of the net value of any such cluster of risks and benefits discounted by the various probabilities of occurrence is a thoroughly subjective undertaking, and since it is the patient who will bear the net result, it is the patient who should determine whether the game is worth the candle.

Thus, these decisions are based, in part, on the personal value system of the individual. Therefore, to maximize the benefits from the procedure, the choice should be made by the patient. In this author's judgment, this psychiatric competent, voluntary, informed consent (CVIC) should be considered a necessary part of the customary medical practice of the surrogate mother procedure.

The doctrine of informed consent also "both reflects and enforces the ancient concern of Anglo-American law with the individual's right to be free from the conduct of others that affronts bodily integrity, privacy, and individual autonomy." By requiring voluntariness, the informed consent doctrine requires that the individual is free from coercion and unfair influence. Besides satisfying standards of "fairness," this voluntariness probably will also result in more beneficial results, at least insofar as psychological functioning is concerned.

Until recently no psychiatric standards have been proposed regarding the specific nature of the informed consent in the surrogate mother procedure. In a previous paper, the author proposed certain procedures for obtaining and insuring as much as possible an informed consent, using the
participation of a psychiatrist. As part of this procedure it was recom-
mended that psychiatric interviews and an evaluation be conducted on all
participants including the surrogate mother and her spouse, if any, as well as
the parental applicants. The psychiatric participation also would be used to
help insure that the two participants in the contract (the surrogate mother
and the biologic father) are voluntarily and freely making an informed
choice for the two decisions to be made—to participate in the surrogate
mother process itself and to select the specific other party with whom they
will participate.

The psychiatric involvement should be a necessary prerequisite to the
informed consent that should be obtained by the physician who artifically
inseminates the surrogate mother with the biologic father's sperm. The
psychiatrist would help to assure a reasonable degree of voluntariness
(freedom from coercion and undue influence, for example, from excessive
desire for and susceptibility to financial gain to the point of not being
considered to be a free and voluntary choice). As presented, the psychiatrist
would not weigh the advantages and disadvantages, but would help the
participants themselves identify and reasonably weigh the factors. The
significance of any information gathered as part of the evaluation that would
be relevant to the two decisions at hand would be discussed with that party.

Releases of information would be obtained to provide psychiatric infor-
mation about a particular surrogate mother applicant to the parental couples
and vice versa to aid in their choice of each other. In this structure of the
surrogate mother process, the participants would select each other. As part
of the interviews with each party, the specific psychiatric information about
the other party that was desired to be known would be transmitted by the
psychiatrist. Thus, he or she would serve as a conduit of psychiatric data
from one party to another.

The psychiatrist would discuss motivations with the surrogate mother
applicant such as financial gain, desire to be pregnant, and the desire and
need to experience relinquishing a child to a given parental applicant. Her
potential psychological response to the pregnancy and to the relinquishment
would be reviewed. Her potential for changing her mind about relinquishing
the baby after delivery and keeping the newborn also would be discussed in
detail. Other issues to be discussed would include the nature and extent of
the surrogate's desired relationship with the parental applicant and with the
child after the surrogate gives birth. Her feelings about various possible
medical and legal outcomes would be discussed. Possible influences on her
relationship with her husband, if any, would be reviewed with the surrogate
mother applicant and her spouse. These same factors would also be dis-
cussed with the surrogate applicant's husband who besides being
psychologically involved, would be legally involved.

The psychiatrist also would talk with the parental applicants. Issues to
be discussed would include their reasons for choosing the surrogate mother
procedure rather than any other reproductive alternative including adoption,
their feelings about the wife's infertility and the influence that this has
had on their relationship, their own potential emotional responses to this procedure, the characteristics of the surrogate they would like and why, the nature and extent of their desired relationship with the surrogate, their ability to care for a child conceived via this procedure, and the influence of any emotional response to this procedure on this ability (for example, How will the parental mother feel raising a child that is biologically related only to her husband?).

Will this proposed psychiatric involvement with informed consent for the surrogate mother procedure reliably assure that all parties will exercise voluntary, rational, and informed choices? Preliminary data obtained by the author indicate the psychiatrist can assist the parties in achieving a voluntary and informed choice. However, certain problems with the extent of the informed nature of the choices seemed to be present. One is that at this time no data exist regarding what the probability of a given advantage or disadvantage (psychological or medical) occurring might be to the surrogate mother, the parental couple, the children born from this procedure, or those children existing. Longitudinal studies presently are being conducted by the author to attempt to correlate the psychological outcomes with certain personality and demographic factors, motivational factors, and the specific arrangements of the surrogate mother process.

Is it reasonable to expect anyone to predict successfully how they will feel about anything if they have never experienced it? How well can a surrogate mother applicant understand and comprehend, prior to the artificial insemination, how she will feel when she relinquishes the child? Will she know if she will feel angry, depressed, or want to keep the child? Can a surrogate mother applicant adequately know how she will feel about this entire process if she has never been pregnant or has never given birth? Will it be helpful to her to anticipate her response if she previously relinquished a child or had an abortion? Will it be helpful to meet with surrogates who have experienced the pregnancy, given birth, and relinquished the child?

How can an infertile woman anticipate what it will be like to raise a child biologically related to her husband but not to her? Can she successfully predict her emotional response to the surrogate’s carrying her husband’s child while she was unable to do so? Preliminary evidence of the author indicates that only a few of the surrogates and the parental couples who experienced the CVIC felt surprised either by their own psychological responses after delivery and the relinquishment or by the other party’s response. Clearly, further research needs to be done on the adequacy of the various techniques to help assure the informed nature of the consent for the psychological issues.

In another paper, the author stated:

As a result of interviewing over 225 surrogate mother applicants, I have discovered that most of these women have not previously sufficiently explored their own motivations and the possible advantages and disadvantages of their involvement. In my judgment, they needed the added experi-
ence of psychiatric interviews to help them give a competent, voluntary, informed consent.  

But what should the psychiatrist do, if, during the informed consent interview, the surrogate applicant or parental applicant requests nondisclosure of information about themselves or the other party? Under what conditions should the waiver be accepted? What constitutes a competent, voluntary, and informed waiver? Under what conditions should the "informed" aspect of the CVIC be forced on the surrogate applicant or parental applicant at the expense of the voluntariness of the CVIC? The author takes the position that high standards for a competent, voluntary, and informed waiver should be required of all parties due to the unknown potential dangers to themselves and to their children as well as to the unconceived and unborn child. The applicants should understand that by not knowing certain information about themselves or the other party they might make a choice that could result in harm not only to themselves but also to the "surrogate child" or to their own existing children. For example, the particular surrogate may wish to continue the relationship with the couple after delivery, which may surprise the couple and seriously disturb the couple's feelings and relationship to their existing children as well as to their newborn child from the surrogate mother process.

In summary, both the surrogate mother applicant (and her spouse) and the parental couple applicant have two questions the psychiatrist should help them answer: "Do I want to participate in the surrogate mother process?" and "Do I want to participate with this particular surrogate or couple?" The psychiatrist helps each party answer the first question by looking at psychiatric data and issues about her/himself from her/his own psychiatric interviews. The psychiatrist assists each party in choosing the other participant by looking at data from the psychiatric interviews of the other party as well as from their own interviews.

Public Policy Regarding Surrogate Motherhood and Baby Selling

Constitutional Issues  The Supreme Court has stated, "If the right of privacy means anything, it is the right of the individual, married or single, to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a child." This definition talks of the "decision whether to bear or beget a child"—it does not mention whether this fundamental right applies to the "means" of such procreation. For example, do infertile married couples or any individuals have a "fundamental right" to procreate by artificial means, for example, artificial insemination of a surrogate mother? In other words, has (or will) the Supreme Court expressed a fundamental right to procreate? Robertson states:

The right not to procreate, through contraception and abortion, is now firmly established. A likely implication of these cases, supported by rulings
in other cases, is that married persons (and possibly single persons) have a right to bear, beget, birth, and parent children by natural coital means and such technological aids (microsurgery and in vitro fertilization for example) as are medically available. It should follow that married persons also have a right to engage in noncoital, collaborative reproduction at least where natural reproduction is not possible. The right of a couple to raise a child should not depend on their luck in the natural lottery, if they can obtain the missing factor of reproduction from others [citations omitted].

The Court has given guidelines for state’s authority to regulate the exercise of the individual’s fundamental rights. Such statutes must be narrowly drawn so that they are necessary to achieve only a “compelling state interest.” In other words, only the least restrictive intrusion necessary to achieve the compelling state interest would be acceptable. If no fundamental right is involved, then the Court has ruled that the statute must be “rationally related” to a permissible state objective.

What type of “compelling state interest” is needed to justify governmental intrusion into the fundamental right of privacy? If surrogate motherhood is indeed an expression of a fundamental right, then what compelling state interests might warrant an intrusion? This question may one day be answered by the Supreme Court. Its views will no doubt be governed in part by moral and scientific considerations similar to those described earlier. The prevention of serious harm to existing children and potential children probably would be considered a part of the compelling state interest of protecting public health.

Surrogate Motherhood and Baby Selling in the Legal System One of the most widely used legal and moral arguments for total prohibition of surrogate motherhood for a fee has been to consider it an example of baby selling. How important has the issue of baby selling been in the rationale of judges, states’ attorneys general, and legislators? The use of the baby selling concept will be analyzed and discussed.

The Attorney General of Kentucky brought a complaint for the dissolution of Surrogate Parenting Associates, Inc., a medical clinic designed specifically to assist infertile couples by using surrogate mothers who receive a fee. The complaint asked that in the alternative, the court grant a permanent injunction against the clinic “to prohibit it from engaging in any business in connection with a surrogate parenting process.” It further said that the contracts or agreements used would violate certain statutes prohibiting consents to adoption or petitions to terminate parental rights made prior to five days after childbirth. The complaint went on to state:

These violations are in addition to the proscription engendered by a strong public policy against the buying and selling of children; and that no such contract or agreement relating to surrogate parenthood in Kentucky is legal and enforceable.

The complaint stated the clinic “will thereby abuse and misuse its corporate power to the detriment of the interest and welfare of this Commonwealth.
The Attorney General referred to one of his official advisory opinions. In the conclusion of the opinion he said:

It is the opinion of this office that because of the existence of the above-mentioned Kentucky statutes and the strong public policy against the buying and selling of children, contracts involving surrogate parenthood are illegal and unenforceable in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

This reference to surrogate parenthood as an example of "the buying and selling of children" is contained throughout this opinion.

In our opinion the strongest legal prohibition against surrogate parenting in Kentucky is found in the strong public policy against the buying and selling of children. Courts in many states have held that as a matter of public policy children are not to be bought and sold; that is, monetary consideration other than for medical expenses is not to be made to the natural parents who have placed their children up for adoption. Self-seeking on the part of the natural mother is condemned.

The Attorney General then quoted the Kentucky statute that prohibits any person, agency, or institution not licensed to "charge a fee or accept remuneration for the procurement of any child for adoption."

The Attorney General also quoted another source who said: "It is . . . clear legislative policy that no one shall profit economically from the adoption process." He then stated:

It is the opinion of this office that this statute precludes not only the surrogate mother from receiving payments for giving up her child for adoption but also includes all who are involved in the surrogate transaction.

The constitutional challenges were that the statute was void due to vagueness; they also maintained that the statute fell within the constitutional fundamental right of privacy with no compelling state interest to justify intruding into the privacy of those concerned. The plaintiffs also stated that the statute was not drawn sufficiently narrow.
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The circuit court judge ruled in favor of the defendants by denying the plaintiff's motion. The court ruled: "The right to adopt a child based upon the payment of $5,000 is not a fundamental personal right." It then went on to assume for the sake of argument that the constitutional right to privacy was applicable and said:

The State's interest expressed in the statutes at issue here is to prevent commercialism from affecting a mother's decision to execute a consent to the adoption of her child.

The court continued at great length that surrogate motherhood was "baby bartering."

"Baby bartering" is against the public policy of this State and the State's interest in preventing such conduct is sufficiently compelling and meets the test set forth in Roe. It is a fundamental principle that children should not and cannot be bought and sold. The sale of children is illegal in all states. The evils attendant to the mix of lucre and the adoption process are self-evident and the temptations of dealing in "money market babies" exist whether the parties be strangers or friends. The statute seeks to prevent a money market for the adoption of babies.

The court implied that it considered the prevention of baby bartering (and therefore, surrogate motherhood for a fee) necessary to promote a compelling state interest. Although the court does not specify what it thinks the compelling state interest to be, it hints when it says:

Mercenary considerations used to create a parent-child relationship and its impact on the family unit, strikes at the very foundation of human society and is patently and necessarily injurious to the community.

The Michigan Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's decision and stated:

While the decision to bear or beget a child has thus been found to be a fundamental interest protected by the right of privacy [citations omitted], we do not view this right as a valid prohibition to state interference in the plaintiffs' contractual arrangement. The statute in question does not directly prohibit John Doe and Mary Roe from having the child as planned. It acts instead to preclude plaintiffs from paying consideration in conjunction with their use of the state's adoption procedures. In effect, the plaintiffs' contractual agreement discloses a desire to use the adoption to change the legal status of the child——i.e., its right to support, intestate succession, etc. We do not perceive this goal as within the realm of fundamental interests protected by the right to privacy from reasonable governmental regulation [emphasis added].

Both the Supreme Courts of the State of Michigan and the United States have refused to hear the case.

Proposed prohibitory surrogate mother legislation in Michigan also viewed the process as baby selling:
We should not legalize by regulation, a business arrangement that treats babies as a commodity to be sold to the highest bidder or returned if the product is defective. We cannot sanction such dehumanization. We cannot promote, by legislation, the brokerage of children.

We will have issued a clear message that Michigan does not endorse the buying and selling of babies for the financial gain of attorneys, doctors, and women who regard their bodies as manufacturing plants.\(^49\)

The above two legal cases, as well as the proposed prohibitory legislation, equate surrogate motherhood for a fee with baby selling. The logic of their argument is as follows:

1. Surrogate motherhood for a fee is a case of baby selling.
2. All baby selling is (should be) illegal.
3. Therefore, surrogate motherhood for a fee is (should be) illegal.

**Analysis of Surrogate Motherhood as Baby Selling** First it should be clarified that in present day Western society, the term "baby selling" is a misnomer. The baby (even in the black market), is not really being sold as an object or slave. Rather, the parental rights and responsibilities are being purchased. The child still has the right not to be abused and neglected; he or she cannot be treated as a slave. The buying and selling of babies as objects and slaves is, of course, prohibited and objectionable because it negates the humanness of the child. It would permanently and totally violate the autonomy principle and is not justifiable. However, even the buying and selling of parental rights also has been generally prohibited.\(^{50}\) One objection given by some is that a parental rights ("baby") market would tend to destroy the traditional family with its traditional values by having money and profit play a role. This argument contends that tender loving feelings of the parental couple toward the child would be contaminated by "purchase" of their child. It often portrays the child as permanently emotionally scarred by being "sold" in this way.\(^{51}\) Besides these objections, there is additional opposition to the illegal black market because "the welfare of the babies and the natural mother, as well as the fitness of the adoptive parents, are subordinated to the profit motive of the black marketeer."\(^{52}\)

Should surrogate motherhood for a fee be treated the same as the prohibited black market for parental rights ("babies")? Usually the woman who supplies the child in the black market situation has become pregnant accidentally by sexual intercourse. Although probably conflicted about her pregnancy, she has rejected abortion and experiences the pregnancy as her own in every way. After delivery she may not be sure about her desire to relinquish the child and may be highly susceptible to the undue influence of large sums of money. She has not had the advantage of a procedure to assist her in making a competent, voluntary, and informed consent (CVIC) to relinquish the child. She will usually be relinquishing a child to a couple who is not related biologically to the child. Further, she probably has not had an opportunity to meet and evaluate the adopting couple to establish in her own mind that her child will be well cared for.
In contrast, the surrogate mother has consciously and voluntarily made an informed choice assisted by professionals. She has planned from the beginning to be artificially inseminated, carry the child, and relinquish the child to its biologic father who generally has an infertile wife. She probably has met or otherwise established an idealized empathic relationship with this couple whom she feels will be very capable and loving parents to the child she is relinquishing. Because of these significant differences in the structure of the process, and the possible (or even probable) differences in the experiences and risks to the participants, this author takes the position that surrogate motherhood should be treated differently under the law than the black market for parental rights ("babies").

Is surrogate motherhood for a fee an example of providing a service for a fee and/or a case of selling parental rights ("baby selling")? It does appear that with lump-sum payments after delivery, the surrogate mother is receiving a fee both for her services (insemination, pregnancy, labor, and delivery) as well as for relinquishing custody and parental rights. Should a fee for such services be prohibited? The surrogate mother being the biologic mother in this case would appear to "own" half the parental rights and responsibilities to the child she carries. Assuming the surrogate mother is competent and relinquishes both custody and her parental rights in a voluntary and informed manner to the biologic (artificially inseminating) father, what moral and legal justification exists to absolutely prohibit her from receiving money in exchange for these parental rights? If surrogate motherhood is an expression of a fundamental right, then what compelling state interest necessitates the total or even partial prohibition of money being paid to the surrogate? This article does not deal with all aspects of these moral and legal questions. Rather, it gives psychiatric input (including preliminary data) the author believes is necessary for a rational and reasonable analysis.

The assessment of the influence the payment of money has on the surrogate mother process necessitates an examination of the result of this payment, in and of itself, on the psychological functioning of the surrogate mother, the parental couple, the existing children of both of these parties, and the child who is to be conceived and born. A study of these issues must differentiate between payment for (1) out-of-pocket expenses due to this particular procedure, (2) a fee for services (for example, insemination, pregnancy, labor, and delivery), (3) opportunity costs (that is, "the value to her of the opportunities she foregoes by not terminating the pregnancy or alternatively by not keeping the child"), and (4) fees for parental rights and responsibilities. Payment for any combination of these four factors may have different effects on each of the parties.

The possibility of money unduly influencing a woman to become a surrogate mother is a realistic concern that merits examination. About 90 percent of the surrogate applicants require a fee above and beyond expenses, with $5,000 being the most frequently mentioned figure. However, it was never totally sufficient, and at least two other motivational factors contributed to their decision to become a surrogate mother. These include
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the women's enjoyment of the state of pregnancy and the satisfaction gained by giving the "gift of a child" to an infertile couple—and/or their desire and need to reexperience the previous voluntary loss of a fetus or child by abortion or relinquishment. In any case, even when the fee was a major and significant motivating factor, a CVIC was possible when accompanied by a series of at least two psychiatric interviews. Thus, prohibition of a fee is not necessary to achieve a CVIC.33

Another aspect of the effects of payment in the surrogate-mother process involves the response of the surrogate mother herself. Preliminary unpublished data of the author indicate that even prior to the artificial insemination, the surrogates stated they did not think of the $10,000 lump-sum payment after delivery as a fee in exchange for their parental rights and responsibilities. Rather, they described the payment as a fee for services. This payment became less important to them as a motivating factor as their pregnancies progressed; a significant determinant appeared to be the development of an idealized empathic relationship with the parental couple. After delivery, the fee usually became unimportant to the surrogate as a motivation for relinquishment. She usually felt a sense of duty and a need to please the parental couple by relinquishing a healthy baby for them to "parent" in a loving and caring way. Her cooperation in the legal process regarding relinquishment of her parental rights continued well after she received the lump-sum payment. Further preliminary data of the author revealed no significant difference in the short-term psychological outcomes between surrogate mothers who receive the lump-sum fee after delivery, compared with those who receive no fee at all.36

Short-term and long-term effects of a payment on the psychological functioning of the husband and wife (parental couple) toward each other, other children, and the newborn child, need to be studied. Will payment lead to feelings of guilt? What will a child feel knowing money has played a role in his/her existence? Will it matter to this child which of the four reasons for payment were used? Would it matter to a child if a fee for services and/or for the parental rights is paid in addition to expenses? How will existing children of the surrogate and the parental couple deal with these same issues?

All these questions of the effect of money on the surrogate-mother process need to be studied to make rational and reasonable psychiatric, legal, moral, and policy judgments about this extremely controversial reproductive alternative.37 As to the legal and policy issues, this author would give particular emphasis to the effects of the money on the psychological development of the children. This author views prevention of serious harm (both physical and psychological) to the various children as a compelling state interest warranting any necessary degree of regulation or prohibition.

Conclusion

The author sees no evidence at this time to indicate that total and complete prohibition of surrogate motherhood for payment is necessary to
promote any compelling state interest. Rather, regulatory legislation appears to be the least restrictive intrusion necessary to specifically deal with the surrogate-mother process that includes payment to the surrogate. Ongoing longitudinal studies may shed further light on the nature and extent of the state regulation necessary to promote any compelling state interests; these studies should include the effects of the four types of payments to the surrogate: (1) related expenses, (2) fees for services, (3) opportunity costs, and (4) fees for the parental rights and responsibilities. Existing evidence indicates that state regulation should require individual evaluation of all participants by a psychiatrist to ascertain certain justifiable qualifying criteria are met. Once these criteria are satisfied, regulatory legislation should include provisions to achieve via psychiatric interviews, a competent, voluntary, and informed consent by all parties on two questions: “Do they want to be involved at all in the surrogate mother process?” and “Do they want to participate with a given particular surrogate mother or parental couple?”\footnote{58}
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The bill also requires that, before entering into the written surrogate parenthood agreement, the natural father and his spouse [have] reviewed the results of medical and psychiatric or psychological examinations which have been performed on the surrogate and have decided the surrogate to be suitable. (5)(1)(c)
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